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Abstra t.

After a long history of theoreti al predi tions, turbulen e indu ed

poloidal ows  Zonal Flows (ZF) are nowadays ubiquitously dete ted in
tokamaks and stellarators.
omparison to those in a

The dieren e in

hara ter of ZFs in a torus in

ylinder is dis ussed. The redu tion in symmetry leads

to a fundamentally three-dimensional ow pattern, a se ond os illating ow type,
and several additional intera tion me hanisms between ows and turbulen e equal
in importan e to the perpendi ular Reynolds stress of the two-dimensional ows
in a

ylinder.
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1. Introdu tion
Sin e the rst identi ation of global os illating poloidal ow a tivity in the D3D
tokamak [1℄  so

alled geodesi

a ousti

modes [2℄ (GAM)  these and even the harder

to measure stationary "Zonal Flows" (ZF) have been observed in many more magneti
onnement devi es (AUG, CHS, H-1, HL-2A, JFT-2M, Jet, JIPP-T2, Textor, TJ2, T-10) [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄ and have turned out to be an ubiquitous
phenomenon. As one of the rare su

esses of plasma theory, both types of ow had

been predi ted beforehand by analyti

onsiderations [13, 14℄ and numeri al turbulen e

simulations [15, 16, 17℄. In

ontrast to the majority of plasma ex itations, the ows

are not dire tly driven by gradients in temperature and density but are se ondary
instabilities of the gradient driven turbulen e [18, 19℄ or neo lassi al heat ows (via
variants of the Stringer instability [20, 21℄).
onnement and a hot topi

in

For this reason, they are bene ial to

ontrolled fusion resear h.

2. Zonal ow observations
Zonal

ows

were

originally

known

just

as

planet-spanning

Parti ularly striking are the ZFs on Jupiter, whi h are
white stripes [22℄. Su

latitudinal

winds.

onne ted to the brown and

essful models for the generation of Jovian ZFs are based on

the spe ial properties of two-dimensional turbulen e. The atmospheri

turbulen e is
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hypothesised to be quasi-two-dimensional either due to vortex alignment by the fast
rotation [23℄, or due to the restri tion of the turbulen e to a thin weather layer [24℄.
The re ognition that a strong magneti

eld aligns plasma

onve tive roles in an

analogous way to the planetary Coriolis for es led to the predi tion of plasma zonal
ows based on inverse

as ades as early as 1979 [13℄.

Probably the rst

omputer

simulations of ZFs in a magnetised plasma were those of Hasegawa and Wakatani [15℄.
The

omputations treated three-dimensional drift-wave turbulen e in a

plasma with sheared magneti

eld for

ylindri al

old ions and isothermal ele trons.

In the

absen e of parti le sour es or sinks, an initial burst of turbulen e produ es a poloidal

E × B -ow,

whi h is strong enough to

ompletely quen h the turbulen e and prevent
2
Here, potential vorti ity ψ ≡ ∇⊥ (ñ + φ̃) is
exa tly onserved, when e the system evolves into a state of minimum free energy
2
2
density f ≡ ñ /2 + (∇⊥ φ̃) /2 [25℄ at given mean square potential vorti ity, whi h
further de ay of the density gradient.

is

hara terised by a nite gradient and stable poloidal ows. In

ontrast, the ows

parallel to the eld have been shown to be unstable against a spe i

drift-instability

[26℄ and are not observed to play a signi ant role in the turbulen e simulations.
The behaviour of the Hasegawa-Wakatani-system
ase of the general situation with less
with realisti

an be regarded as the limiting

onserved quantities. Tokamak

ore simulations

toroidal geometry within the gyrouid [16℄ and gyrokineti

[17, 27℄ also found turbulen e generated ZFs.
turbulen e level by a fa tor 4-10.

Complete suppression o

urs only very

marginal stability seemingly upshifting the instability threshold [28℄.
tenden y to redu e the turbulen e is

lose to

The ows'

aused by the shearing of the turbulen e [29℄ and

by drawing on the turbulen e free energy (kineti
modi ation of the

framework

These ows usually just redu e the

energy and u tuation energy by

ross phase of u tuations in potential and parti le distribution).

While the latter ee t is the dominant one in the

ylindri al drift wave s enario,

the former is dominant for toroidal instabilities  these are trapped at the outboard
midplane and

annot easily unshear themselves by propagating along the eld lines.

(The turbulen e redu tion ee t and the observed

E × B -ow

feature

with the H-mode was the dominant motivation for initial analyti

onne ted

studies of ows

[29, 14, 30℄.)
From the

ore studies, the ows in a torus appeared to be rather similar to the

ylindri al ones. In ontrast, toroidal

edge turbulen

e omputations appear not to have

yielded signi ant stationary ows. In retrospe t, the ows observed in some of them
(in pursuit of the H-mode [31℄) seem to be either transient due to parameter

hanges

and initialisation ee ts, or due to GAMs. On the other hand, GAMs, os illating ow
modes [2℄ (some more details follow), are frequently en ountered in edge simulations
[32℄ while being of minor importan e for the
Fa ilitated by the spe tral peak

ore turbulen e

ase [33℄.

aused by their nite os illation frequen y, these

GAMs have been identied in tokamaks well before the stationary zonal ows [1℄ by
Fourier analysing the Doppler spe tros opy signal of the turbulen e. The stationary
ZFs have been identied mu h later by double heavy ion beam probes in CHS
[4℄.

Nowadays it seems to be experimentally settled that GAMs and stationary

ZFs o

ur ubiquitously in the edge and the

[3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄.

ore of tokamak plasmas, respe tively
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3. 3D-Ee t: toroidi ity, GAMs and residual ows
The super ial similarity of the ZFs in toroidal

ore turbulen e and

ylindri al drift

wave simulations suggests that the me hanism for generation, ontrol of the amplitude,
and turbulen e intera tion are identi al.
have been

arried out in

So for simpli ity most analyti

studies

ylinder or slab geometry [14, 18, 19, 29, 30℄, even if the

turbulent modes have been des ribed toroidally [34℄. Unfortunately, this simpli ation
disregards that the ZFs
toroidal geometry.
bran h.

ompletely loose the

hara ter of a steady poloidal ow in

The ZF-Eigenmodes split into a stationary and an os illating

The stationary ows are thereby more properly regarded as

toroidal) ows with a rather subdominant poloidal
onsequen es of this

hara ter

omponent

parallel

(or

oupled to them. The

hange have been highlighted by re ent turbulen e

omputer studies [35, 36℄.
The toroidal ee t on the ZFs
magneti

ux

an be dedu ed most

into the plasma, and thus swept with the ow.
a

learly from the frozen

ondition in a low-β plasma. On one hand the magneti

ux is frozen

Thereby the ux density

hanges

ording to the divergen e of the plasma ow perpendi ular to the magneti

Sin e on the other hand the magneti
low

β , the perpendi

frozen-in magneti

eld

eld.

an be assumed to be time- onstant due to

ular ow divergen e must be su h that it

ontinuously

adjusts the

ux density to the ambient ux density. Sin e the magneti

varies inversely proportional to the distan e from the

urvature

entre,

eld

B ∝ 1/R,

the

perpendi ular ross-se tion of a ux tube swept with the ow must hange proportional
to

R.

In addition the ar -length of the eld lines varies

the plasma trapped in the magneti
2
2
proportional to 1/R ∝ B .

∝ R,

when e the volume of
R2 and its density

eld must be proportional

Taking as an example the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak, a uid element moving

Ro = 2.1m to the
ni /no = Ro2 /Ri2 = 3.6.

from the outboard midplane at
is

ompressed by a fa tor

energy density  would
is

inboard midplane at

Ri = 1.1m

The pressure  and the thermal
5/3
= 8.6. It
hange adiabati ally by a fa tor pi /po = (ni /no )

ertain that the small residual ux surfa e averaged turbulen e for es responsible

for the ZFs are in apable of

ausing su h an enormous pressure in rease, ex eeding

by far the internal energy density. Instead, any poloidal momentum will just

ause a

small motion, whi h is immediately stopped and reversed by strong restoring for es
due to the plasma

ompression. What results is an os illation, the geodesi

mode (as the

ompression is

lines, i.e., the

omponent tangential to the ux surfa e).

From this
ZF

aused by the geodesi

onsideration  whi h is just a dire t appli ation of the

on ept to the toroidal

a ousti

urvature- omponent of the eld

ase  it seems logi al to

ylindri al

on lude, that turbulen e

indu ed stationary ows are ompletely ruled out in toroidal systems, with the possible
ex eption of (unreasonably) slender high aspe t ratio ma hines. However, an altered
form of the stationary ZFs is sometimes saved by another ee t absent in a
the generation of a ow

omponent parallel to the eld lines, whi h

ompression due to eld

urvature.

Sin e the parallel

instabilities and turbulent damping, the toroidal ZFs are
in a

ylinder.

The

ylinder:

an els the plasma

omponent is sus eptible to
learly weaker than the ones

ru ial question is now whether they retain the

hara ter of a

poloidal ow or essentially turn into a parallel ow pattern.
Taking for example a

ir ular high aspe t ratio tokamak, the poloidal ow
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divergen e due to the frozen ux argument is

∇ · vp = vp · ∇ ln R2 = 2

vp,R
vp sin θ
=2
,
R
R

where

vp

to be

an elled by the parallel ow divergen e

is the poloidal velo ity and

q

is its (major) radial

(2)

is the safety fa tor, the number of toroidal windings per poloidal winding of

vk = −2qvp cos θ.
hi) is
ρ
ρ 2
ρ
hv i = h4q 2 vp2 cos2 θi = 2q 2 vp2 ,
2 k
2
2

a eld line. This balan e is solved by
density averaged over

where

omponent. This has

Bθ
Bθ
1
∂θ vk ≈
∂θ vk =
∂θ vk ,
Br
Bφ r
qR

∇ · vk = ∂k vk =
where

vp,R

(1)

ρ

θ

The parallel kineti

energy

(indi ated by

is the mass density.

The parallel kineti

(3)

energy

an be des ribed by an

ee tive poloidal mass density as

Sin e in a

ρ 2
ρ
ρe. 2
hvk + vp2 i = (1 + 2q 2 )hvp2 i ≡
hvp i
2
2
2
tokamak q varies from 1 in the ore to 35

(4)
near the edge, the parallel-

ow energy is at least a fa tor of 2 larger than the poloidal-ow energy. Therefore
a stationary ZF is always more of a parallel ow than a poloidal one. Approa hing
the edge the ratio be omes 1850 and the poloidal ow

omponent all but disappears!

In this light, the absen e of stationary poloidal ows in edge turbulen e simulations
appears quite natural.
For

ollisionless plasmas, the enhan ement of the ee tive mass (identi al to the

inverse fra tion of residual ow or the neo lassi al enhan ement of polarisation) has
p
2
been omputed by Rosenbluth and Hinton [37, 38℄ as ρ = ρee tive (1 + 1.6q
R/a),

provided

R ≫ a.

The

ollisionless inertia is always larger than the uid one, sin e

all the divergen es of the poloidal heat ux (and even higher moment uxes) have
to be

an elled by separate parallel ows, in reasing the parallel kineti

energy. For

wavelengths below the banana width, the polarisation suers ut-o ee ts, whi h
2
results in a ontribution proportional to λr (λr is the ZF radial wavelength). The
same always happens in a stellarator [39, 40℄, whose un onned orbits

an be regarded

as innitely wide banana orbits.
The

GAM

frequen y

ompressional and kineti
element of volume

V,

an

be

δV

by

balan ing

the

energy invested in

time

averages

of

ompressing a uid

δp, is

2
ξp sin θ
γp
2
=
,
2
R

so that the pressure in reases by

δpδV
γp
δE
=−
=
V
2V
2
where

derived

energy. The spe i

is the volume



δn
n

2

hange, the fa tor

1/2

(5)

arises be ause during

ompression

the resistan e rises from zero to the full δp, and γ stems from the adiabati gas law
pn−γ = const. The relative hange in density was obtained from
time integral of
p the p
2
(1). With hsin θi = 1/2 and the referen e sound speed cs =
p/ρ = (Ti + Te )/mi ,
the time and ux surfa e averaged energy balan e reads

ρ

ω 2 ξp2
vp2
=ρ
≡
2
2



δE
V



= γp

ξp2
⇒ω=
R2

r

2γp
=
ρR2

√
2γcs
.
R

In a tokamak plasma it is usually best to regard the ele trons as isothermal (γe
and the ions as adiabati

(γi

= 5/3),

when e the

(6)

= 1)

oe ient to be used is the mean,
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p
tion is ω oll.less =
33/32ωuid [41℄. (This an also be
tive γi,kineti = 7/4 ⇒ γkineti = 11/8 = 33/32γuid.)

Judging from the frozen ux argument, GAM os illation should exist quite
generally in

β ∼ 1,

urved magneti

the magneti

elds whi h at least partially follow ux surfa es. (For

eld is not rigid and

ontributes to the energy balan e.)

An

astrophysi al example may have been found by SUMER (solar UV spe trometer) on

the SOHO spa e

raft [42℄: Observed were slow Doppler os illations of solar

oronal

loops with periods of order of 10min, whi h are typi al sound wave frequen ies, albeit
the

hara teristi

intensity os illations were absent in the observations. Interpreted as

GAMs  with equally

ompatible frequen y , no intensity os illations are expe ted,

sin e the sight line averages over the expanding and

ompressing side of the

oronal

loop.

4. Zonal ow generation and damping
While ultimately the quasi two-dimensional

hara ter of the turbulen e is responsible

for the spin up of the otherwise stable ZFs, the pre ise reasons depend on the spe i
s enario. Generi hydrodynami 2D-turbulen e transfers energy in small spe tral steps
from small s ales up to the largest s ale ows, i.e., in an inverse energy
(This

ounter-intuitive ow of energy is required by the

as ade [43℄.

onservation of enstrophy in

2D.) Somewhat dierently, in magnetised plasmas the turbulen e (ion-temperaturegradient modes, resistive ballooning modes, drift waves, trapped ele tron modes, et .)
is

onned to well dened wavenumber bands at s ales mu h smaller than the minor

radius.

(If an instability a tually does rea h up to the largest s ales, su h as ideal

ballooning modes, the result is usually
big

nonlo al

atastrophi .) The energy is transferred in one

spe tral step from the turbulen e to the ows. Sin e a large s ale ow

overs many turbulen e eddies, the average for e on the ow is well-dened and

an

be represented by the divergen e of the turbulent transport of poloidal momentum,
the Reynolds stress, whi h depends deterministi ally on the parti ular

ir umstan es

(not the least of whi h is the presen e of ZFs themselves). The majority of analyti
studies have been devoted to the various me hanisms whi h

ZF

an indu e the turbulen e

to produ e poloidal Reynolds stress.
One me hanism depends on the dispersive nature and non-zero group velo ity of
most of the turbulen e modes. The Reynolds stress is often roughly proportional to
the radial group velo ity, or synonymously, the Poynting ve tor [14℄ of the modes. In
ase of a strong spatial variation of the turbulen e level, the turbulen e modes tend
to drift from the more turbulent region to the stable region, while at the same time
transferring poloidal momentum and

reating a poloidal ow.

rened towards the bea h model of the H-mode [30℄.
with vanishing

vgroup,r ≡ ∂kr ω = 0

velo ity.

kr

ow will alter the radial wavenumber with
subsequently

auses non-zero radial group

Due to their inuen e on the group velo ity, ZFs

or even trap wave pa kets.

onsider a mode

at parti ular radial and poloidal wavenumber,

kθ , respe tively. An ambient shear
time, kr (t) = −tkθ ∂r vθ + kr (0), whi h

and

This idea was later

Moreover,

an a

elerate, brake

Sin e the group velo ity entails Reynolds stress, wave-

trapping amplies the ow if the signs in the dispersion relation are right. This type
of argument makes the theory

ompletely analogous to the theory of kineti

plasma

instabilities, opening up a ri h eld of appli ations and extensions. Examples are the
modulational instability [18, 19℄, its extension to toroidal waves [34℄, theory of the
nonlinear evolution and saturation [44℄ (loosely speaking if the wave-troughs are full),
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Instantaneous proles at a later stage in an ITG simulation from

hvθ i (solid), parallel return ow −hcos θvk i/q (dashed).
h∂r vθ i. Bottom: poloidal Reynolds stress, negative ee tive
2qhv˜r v˜k cos θi. Note the good mat h between ow and return ow,

[35℄. Top: poloidal ow
Middle: shearing rate
parallel stress

poloidal and parallel stress, and the

and appli ation of the theory to large s ale

orrelation between shearing rate and stress.

onve tive

ells [45℄.

The results of these theories should not be taken too literal, sin e in reality
tokamak turbulen e

annot be

onsidered weak.

Nevertheless,

dispersive wave

trapping and the proportionality between Reynolds stress and Poynting ve tor

an

be readily observed in the simulations (see e.g. in [32℄). Alas, the wave troughs are
rather leaky for toroidal modes and the strong nonlinear intera tions prevent the
modes from travelling signi ant distan es.
In the

ase of very strong turbulen e or non-dispersive modes, far less

said. Still, for su iently anisotropi

an be

turbulen e, a negative turbulen e vis osity, and

hen e an ampli ation of ambient ows is predi ted [46℄.
All of the above theories regard the large s ale ZFs as purely poloidal ows (even
if the enhan ed inertia is taken into a
only to a

ylinder.

ount) and should stri tly speaking be applied

As we have seen in se tion 3, the parallel ow

ne essary for the ow to persist. Without it, plasma

ompression o

omponent is

urs, resulting in

a restoring for e stopping the ow.
In fa t, the linear braking of weakly
the damping of the parallel ow

νii

[38℄. If only the perpendi ular

ollisional ZFs by

omponent by

ollisions

an be viewed as

ollisions with a damping rate of order

omponent were ae ted by

rate would be smaller by the ee tive inertia fa tor

ollisions, the
√
∼ (1 + 1.6q 2 / ǫ)−1 .

damping

Mu h more important, the turbulen e tends to reshue the parallel momentum in
radial dire tion. Detailed data about the radial transport of the parallel ZF- omponent
an be gleaned up to now only from turbulen e simulations.

It turns out that the

ows evolve into an equilibrium between the driving poloidal Reynolds-stress and the
turbulent braking for e on the parallel ow

omponent [35, 36℄ as shown in gure 1.

Were it not for the parallel braking, the ZFs would grow rapidly (within one sound
transit time) and to mu h higher amplitudes. (It is thus inappropriate to sear h for
the

ontrol me hanism for the ows by

only looking at the poloidal Reynolds stress.)

To judge the importan e of the parallel momentum diusion, one may apply
the mixing length estimate to both the poloidal negative turbulen e vis osity and
to the parallel positive turbulen e vis osity.

The turbulent momentum diusion
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oe ient should thus be of the same order as the anomalous heat diusion

oe ient.

(This is supported by the experimental nding that toroidal momentum and energy
diuse equally fast [47℄, noting that there is little dieren e between parallel and
toroidal momentum in a tokamak.) Both vis osities lead therefore to the same kineti
energy ampli ation/damping rate, respe tively. The dieren e is that the poloidal
2
vis osity a ts only on the poloidal ow, whose energy density is a fa tor 1/(2q )
√
2
( ǫ/(1.6q ) ollisionless) smaller than the parallel ow's energy density. Thus the
2
damping in reases relative to the drive proportional to q . This is the reason for the
omplete absen e of stationary ZFs in the edge region of tokamaks, where
(On a side note, this fa t

q ∼ 3 − 5.

onfounds H-mode theories based on the ampli ation of

poloidal ows by Reynolds stress.) It may be mentioned that the parallel ows are
also subje t to a drift type instability [26℄.

For non-marginal ITG turbulen e this

instability seems, however, to be negligible in
[35℄.

omparison to the turbulent damping

The des ribed for es on the parallel ows also appear in the

theory by Rosenbluth and Hinton [37℄.

The relevant

ollisionless ow

onstru t is the odd sour e-

term in equation (13) therein, whi h represents the dieren e between parti le sour e
rates with positive and negative momentum, in other words, the parallel momentum
inje tion rate.
The importan e of the parallel stress has been

onrmed experimentally in the

TJ-II stellarator by measurements with re ipro ating Ma h probe arrays [11℄.
magnitude of the stress was su h that by itself it would have

The

hanged the parallel

onstant of the order of 100µs. In agreement with the above

Ma h numbers on a time

mixing length arguments this

orresponds to the relevant lo al energy transport time

s ales.

5. Transition to geodesi a ousti modes
q > 2−3) the parallel ow omponent
E × B -ow, the losses due to the positive

Sin e in a tokamak edge (with
energy than the poloidal

ontains far more
parallel vis osity

outweigh the gains due to negative poloidal vis osity ee ts, ruling out stationary
edge ZFs.

GAMs are of

ourse allowed, even fa ilitated by the elimination of the

parallel ows, whi h would otherwise tend to short- ir uit the asso iated pressure
perturbations.
Core turbulen e simulations have always yielded a peak at the GAM frequen y
[33℄, whi h, however, has a very weak ee t on the turbulen e. This is be ause the
GAM frequen y is mu h higher than the lo al turbulen e frequen ies, due to low
gradients and high speed of sound ( ompare (6)).

The turbulen e averages over

omplete GAM periods, and the resulting net shearing ee t on the turbulen e is
small.
In

ontrast, at the edge of a tokamak, the sound velo ity is mu h smaller due

to lower temperature, and the turbulen e frequen ies higher due to high gradients,
when e the GAMs are as ee tive at shearing eddies as stationary ows. In addition,
the wave trapping ee ts mentioned in se tion 4 in
produ e a

hara teristi

onjun tion with the os illation

modulation of the turbulen e in time and spa e [32℄.

The modulated transport is the root of two dierent drive me hanisms spe i
to the GAMs (apart from the perpendi ular Reynolds stress).
shear ows break the up-down symmetry of the turbulen e,
asymmetri

transport

On one hand, the
ausing an up-down

omponent. The transport asymmetry subsequently ae ts the

pressure asymmetry [32℄  one of the phases of the GAM , amplifying or weakening
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it, depending on the relative phase of the transport asymmetry. The
GAM growth rate has been

orresponding

omputed for a simple turbulen e asymmetry model in

[48℄.
On the other hand, the os illating transport modulates the pressure prole, whose
velo ity,

vdiamagneti =

onne t the diamagneti

velo ity with

gradients are proportional to the ba kground diamagneti

(|∇ ln n| + |∇ ln T |)T /B .

Neo lassi al ee ts

the zero-point of the GAM os illation. Consequently, the indu ed os illation of this
zero-point

an transfer energy into the GAMs  just as moving the suspension ex ites

a pendulum.
All these me hanisms

an also extra t energy from the GAMs,

on the relative phase of the

oupling term to the os illation.

depending

In addition, the

pressure u tuations asso iated with the GAM are naturally subje t to erosion due to
anomalous or neo lassi al transport ee ts. As will be dis ussed in more detail in the
next se tion, toroidal ee ts

ouple the GAMs to parallel ows (or more a

urately

sound waves), at least to some degree. As with the stationary ows, these parallel
degrees of freedom are subje t to turbulent braking and

ollisional damping and thus

represent another energy sink for the GAMs. Due to the nite frequen y of the GAMs
the parallel degrees of freedom are also Landau damped in the absen e of dissipation,
2
whi h leads to damping rates on the order of ∼ ωGAM exp(−q ) [38℄.

6. GAM frequen y for real tokamaks
Real tokamaks have of

ourse shaped ux surfa e whi h are not

on entri . Negle ting

at rst parallel ows, the ee ts of ux surfa e geometry may be des ribed by two
parameters. Be ause the ow potential is a ux surfa e quantity, the poloidal variation
of the distan e between ux surfa es
variation of the

E × B -velo

ity.

auses an ele tri

the energy balan e relation for the frequen y (6).
referen e velo ity

vp,0

at the outboard mid-plane,

oe ients for the kineti

hvp2 i = C1 vp2,0 ,

C1 ≡

h(v · ∇ ln B)2 i = C2 vp2,0 ,

and

eld variation and thus a

This modies the ux surfa e averages entering
The averages, relative to the

an be des ribed by two geometri al

ompressional energy,

h(∇ψ)2 i
h(|∇ψ|/B)2 i
≈
,
2
|(∇ψ)0 |2 /B0
|(∇ψ)0 |2
C2 =

h(F ∂k B −1 )2 i
h(∂z ψ)2 i
≈
,
|(∇ψ)0 |2 /B02
|(∇ψ)0 |2 R02

(7)

(8)

F ≡ Bφ R is one of the ux surfa e quantities of the Grad-Shafranov equation
0 signies quantities taken at the referen e position at the outboard
midplane, z is the verti al oordinate, and the approximation holds for R ≫ a. Sin e
ψ is the ux-surfa e label, (∇ψ)2 an be interpreted as the inverse squared distan e
2
and (∂z ψ) as the inverse squared verti al distan e of neighbouring ux surfa es as a
fun tion of θ .
where

and the index

Applying the energy argument of se tion 3 one arrives at the frequen y

√
ω = 2 γcs

r

C2
√
= 2 γcs
C1

s

s
√
h(F ∂k B −1 )2 i
2 γcs h(∂z ψ)2 i
≈
.
h(|∇ψ|/B)2 i
R0
h∇ψ 2 i

(9)
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Figure 2. Top: Frequen y of sound wave bran hes (thin solid), the GAM (thi k),

and pure GAM frequen y (dashed) versus safety fa tor
number

m of

q.

The dominant mode

the parallel displa ement eld is indi ated for ea h bran h. Crossing

of the GAM bran h

hanges

m

perpendi ular to parallel kineti

by one for ea h sound wave.

Bottom: ratio of

energy; the sound wave bran h with maximum

ratio is the GAM. Equilibrium parameters: R = 1.6m, a = 0.5m, κ = 1.5,
R′ = −0.3, aκ′ /κ = 0.4. The
y in a on entri
ir ular
√ pure GAM frequen
√
2/(1.6m) = 0.9m−1 .
plasma would be ω/( γcs ) =

For an ellipti
ratio

Miller-equilibrium [49℄ in the high aspe t ratio limit, the required

an be given analyti ally as

h(∂z ψ)2 i
P
=
,
2
2
h∇ψ i
1 + (κ − 1)(1 − P )
√

P ≡

2

q
(1 + Q−1 ) 1 + 1 +

2aκ′ /κ
1+Q

,

(10)

where Q ≡
1 − R′2 , a is the minor radius at the midplane, κ is the ellipti ity, R′ and
′
κ are the dierential Shafranov shift and ellipti ity. (The prime indi ates derivative
with respe t to the minor radius at the midplane.)
Although the GAM frequen y is normally not resonant with the parallel sound
transit frequen ies, the plasma will move a little along the eld lines in response to
the parallel pressure gradients

aused by the GAM. The

al ulation into an eigenvalue problem whi h

oupling turns the frequen y

an only be solved numeri ally [50℄.

Figure 2 shows an example spe trum of axisymmetri

a ousti

eigenmodes

obtained numeri ally for a Miller-equilibrium [49℄, together with a plot of the pure
GAM-frequen y

al ulated without the

q enters
R ≫ a).

oupling (note that the dependen e on

predominantly due to the nite aspe t ratio in this

ase, and is absent for

Sin e the pure GAM frequen y has interse tions with all the sound wave bran hes to
whi h it

ouples, it is not trivial to identify the bran h

in the absen e of
a ousti

oupling.

bran hes, this

orresponding to the GAM

A little bit away from the resonan es with individual

an be done by sele ting the mode with the highest ratio of

perpendi ular to parallel ow energy (bottom of gure 2 and top highlighted graph).
It is interesting to note, that the GAM swit hes between

ontinuous a ousti

bran hes at the resonan es with the sound waves, and that the dominant mode

Nonlinear three-dimensional ows in magnetised plasmas
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Measured GAM frequen ies (points), and

al ulated linear GAM

frequen ies in luding sound wave

oupling, using a Miller equilibrium [49℄
reprodu ing the parameters R, r, R′ , κ, κ′ of respe tive the nominal equilibrium.

Experimental data from [52℄.

number of a

ontinuous bran h is redu ed by one, when

q

moves from above the

upper resonan e to below the lower resonan e.
These features

an be understood by

onsidering how the bran hes for the

oupled

spe trum arise from the pure, un oupled modes. Firstly, the un oupled pure GAM
bran h interse ts with various sound wave bran hes as
values. The

q

traverses from high to low

oupling between the GAM and the sound waves will tend to push the

GAM frequen y and the

losest sound frequen y bran h away from ea h other. Ea h

bran h- rossing is resolved into two smooth transitions between the GAM bran h and
one of the sound wave bran hes.
several segments, whi h

As result, the GAM-bran h is broken down into

onne t sound-wave bran hes with poloidal mode number

diering by one.
Parti ularly strong damping due to the parallel turbulent stresses (see previous
se tions) is expe ted at the resonan es with the sound waves, i.e., at the bran h
swit hing lo ations.

This

ould be an explanation for the experimentally observed

windows of GAM a tivity in D3D [51℄.
Let us now

ompare the linear mode frequen ies with experimental values from

ASDEX Upgrade [52℄ (gure 3).
heat

Sin e the strength of kineti

ee ts and parallel

ondu tion may be debated, the linear mode frequen ies have been plotted for

the range of adiabati
(innite parallel heat

oe ients from

γ = 5/3

(no heat

γ = 1
γ = 4/3

ondu tion) to

ondu tion, isothermal), where the nominal value is

(see se tion 3). Although the frequen ies generally follow the s aling with the sound
velo ity

cs ∝

√
T,

good agreement o

urs only for the data points from the

plasma inside the pedestal (dis harge 20787 for

√
√
Te + Ti > 20 eV ).

ore

In the high

gradient regions of the edge (outside the pedestal) the experimental frequen ies are
either higher (dis harges 20856, and 20787 for
18783) than the

al ulated linear frequen ies.

√
√
Te + Ti < 20 eV ) or lower (dis

harge

Nonlinear three-dimensional ows in magnetised plasmas
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Figure 4. Left: Colour oded ow velo ity hvθ i versus minor radius and time.
Right: Linear GAM-frequen y and Fourier transformed ow spe trum, whi h is

nonlinearly upshifted by 30%. Simulation parameters (for denition see [32℄ and
referen es therein)

αd = 1, ǫn = 0.03, τ = 1, q = 3.2, s = 1, ηi = 4.

The high gradient regions of the edge plasma are notoriously hard to
and the deviation

ould be simply due to slight ina

hara terise,

ura ies of the magneti

stru ture

there.

Another possibility is the turbulen e itself: The turbulen e-ow intera tion

terms

ould just as well

push the GAM instead of driving it, i.e.,

frequen y instead of just providing the imaginary part
of the ows. Indeed, in turbulen e simulations at
GAM frequen y

hange the real GAM-

orresponding to the growth

omparatively high gradients the

an be up to about 30% larger than the linear value (gure 4).

7. Summary
Analogous to the well known zonal winds in the atmosphere of gas planets, the plasma
zonal ows are ex ited due to the quasi-2D-restri tion of the turbulen e perpendi ular
to the magneti

eld or the axis of rotation, respe tively. Dierent from the purely

2D planetary zonal winds, the inhomogeneous magneti
plasma ex ite strong ows parallel to the eld, as the

elds frozen into the moving

ir ulating ux ropes ompress or

expand, to adjust to the ambient onditions. Depending on the magneti geometry, the
parallel ow may have the ee t of a

hanged ee tive inertia (typi ally in tokamak

ore, where the safety fa tor is around one) or

an be su h a strong energy drain

that a stationary ow pattern be omes impossible and an os illation between plasma
ompression and ow results (usually in the tokamak edge, with
This 3D-nature of the plasma ows
turbulent stresses,

auses a

ross eld transport, and

is absent in "at" slab or
have predi ted testable

q ∼ 3 − 5).

omplex interplay of the parallel

oupling to parallel sound waves, whi h

ylindri al models. As for fusion appli ations, these notions

onne tions between parallel ows and Reynolds stress on one

hand, and the perpendi ular ow on the other. They

an explain the re ently observed

radial windows of GAM a tivity and open new possibilities for transport redu tion by
designing optimal geometries for the ows.
More general, the des ribed ee ts are expe ted for any type of

urved ux

surfa e, whi h opens a so far untapped eld of appli ations in solar and astrophysi al
plasmas, an example of whi h are the os illations of oronal loops.
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